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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Pamela Page
(illustrator). This item is printed on demand. Paperback. 64 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.2in.The Adventures of Blue - The Very Happy Dog - A Compilation of Books 1-5. Once upon a time
in Wibbleton there lived a lovely happy dog called Blue, he lived very happily with his family in a
pretty country cottage. He was such a good dog he was allowed to go out on Walks all by himself.
Every day the gate was opened and off Blue went on another adventure. Across the field hed run,
through the long grass until he reached the big wooden gate that led to the land of adventures. . .
Everyday a new and exciting thing was about to happen. . . This is a compilation of all 5 of the first
books in The Adventures of Blue series and includes all of the following 5 books for your children to
enjoy. . . The Adventures of Blue: Blue Gets His Magic Collar The Adventures of Blue: Blue Visits the
Farm The Adventures of Blue; Blue Takes Up Flying The Adventures of Blue; Blue Hears Chattering
Down the Garden...
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ReviewsReviews

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom  Fisher-- Tom  Fisher

Unquestionably, this is the finest function by any article writer. I have read and that i am confident that i am going to likely to read yet again once again
later on. Your daily life period will probably be transform when you comprehensive reading this article book.
-- Sheldon Aufder ha r-- Sheldon Aufder ha r
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